Diffusion has shown great success in improving accuracy of unsupervised image retrieval systems by utilizing high-order structures of image manifold. However, existing diffusion methods suffer from three major limitations: 1) they usually rely on local structures without considering global manifold information; 2) they focus on improving pair-wise similarities within existing images input output transductively while lacking flexibility to learn representations for novel unseen instances inductively; 3) they fail to scale to large datasets due to prohibitive memory consumption and computational burden due to intrinsic high-order operations on the whole graph. In this paper, to address these limitations, we propose a novel method,Graph Diffusion Networks (GRAD-Net), that adopts graph neural networks (GNNs), a novel variant of deep learning algorithms on irregular graphs. GRAD-Net learns semantic representations by exploiting both local and global structures of image manifold in an unsupervised fashion. By utilizing sparse coding techniques, GRAD-Net not only preserves global information on the image manifold, but also enables scalable training and efficient querying. Experiments on several large benchmark datasets demonstrate effectiveness of our method over state-of-the-art diffusion algorithms for unsupervised image retrieval.
INTRODUCTION
U NSUPERVISED image retrieval refers to the task of obtaining relevant instances in a database to a given query without any labeled information, forming an important basis for various applications like information search and database management [1] , [2] . Traditionally, this is accomplished by computing either a predefined pairwise similarity (e.g., Euclidean distances) or improved high-order similarities by adopting random-walk style process (e.g., diffusion [3] ). It is widely known that, no single metric can generate reliable retrieval performances thanks to the "curse" of dimensionality [4] . For this reason, much of the research on unsupervised image retrieval has focused on exploiting diffusion process to learn context-sensitive affinity measures [5] , [6] .
The same principle to capture the manifold geometry applies to most existing diffusion methods. First, the manifold is interpreted as a weighted graph, where each instance is represented as a node, and edges connect these nodes with weights derived from the pairwise similarity values. The pairwise affinities are then updated iteratively by diffusing along the graph geometry. This diffusion process, originally provided in [7] , typically follows the concept of random walk, where a transition matrix determines probabilities of transiting from one node to another, whose values are proportional to the affinities between those nodes. Eventually, the updated affinity values in turn improve the retrieval results. To illustrate the concept, let us consider the following toy example. As shown in Fig. 1 , each point here is a simple analogy to the feature vector of an image. The data distribution consists of four letters, each having 1500 points. The queries are displayed as the star nodes. An ideal result for this retrieval example is that the points in the same letter as the query should be ranked prior than those in the other letters. Clearly, Euclidean distance as an similarity metric (See Fig. 1a ) is inadequate for this task, while in comparison, after diffusing the similarities though the geometry and capturing the manifold structure, the retrieval result is significantly improved (See Fig. 1b ).
Recently, the success of deep neural networks provides powerful interfaces for image features with rich semantic information. Models, particularly deep convolutional networks [8] - [11] , pre-trained on large datasets such as Ima-geNet [12] and Landmarks [8] are increasingly being used for feature extraction. Diffusion is then deployed on these features to further improve the retrieval result.
However, these diffusion-based methods suffer from three main limitations. First, they usually rely on local structures without considering global manifold information. That is, sparsified graphs based on neighborhood are extensively used without considering the cluster structures as a whole. Second, they focus on improving pair-wise similarities within existing images transductively while lacking the flexibility to learn representations for unseen instances inductively. In other words, it is difficult to generalize the diffusion models to novel databases without re-training the models. Last, they usually fail to scale up to large datasets due to prohibitive memory consumption and computational burden resulted from intrinsic high-order operations on the whole graphs.
Graph neural networks(GNNs) [13] - [16] , have recently emerged as a promising line of research that adopts convolutional operators on irregular inputs like graphs. For instance, there has been an increasing interest on applying GNNs to citation network analysis [13] , [17] , collaborative filtering [18] and knowledge graphs [19] , that achieved state-of-the-art performances. However, most existing GNNs rely on supervised information to train an effective model. This prevents direct adoption of GNNs on the aforementioned image retrieval tasks of interest due to a lack of labeled data.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach, Graph Diffusion Networks (GRAD-Net), for unsupervised image retrieval. Inspired by recent developments of graph neural networks, we design two loss functions that directly depict diffusion processes on the image manifolds without any labeled information. The content and strength of the diffusion process is thus fully learn-able, and the features are trained to transform on an ideal manifold with subject to the defined loss in an unsupervised fashion. Benefiting from the generalisability of GNNs, our model can be easily extended to unseen instances. Furthermore, in order to consider global structures in the graphs, we propose to construct an additional bi-part graph as inputs to the proposed GRAD-Net so that we can learn global and local consistent representations of all the images. Last, to alleviate the scalability issue, sub-networks will be effectively sampled at each training iteration. Extensive empirical experiments are conducted on multiple benchmarks to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Specifically, our main contributions are summarized as follows:
1) Unsupervised Representation Learning on Image Manifolds: GRAD-Net, among the first-in-class deep learning models for unsupervised diffusion process on image retrieval, updates the instance features (i.e., the node attributes on the graphs) us-ing GRAD-Net in an end-to-end manner instead of following the conventional choice of diffusing rank values or similarities on manifolds. We transform the conventional diffusion from a message-passing process into an optimization process by introducing an efficient diffusion-like operator so that our model can mimic diffusion process with multi-layer neural networks. We show that this approach enriches the features with more semantic information, and the updated features can be used to perform efficient retrieval with a simple nearest neighbor search and support efficient inductive learning only feasible with our feature learning manner. 2) Achieving Global and Local Consistency: Instead of only using sparsified pair-wise graphs (e.g., K-Nearest-Neighbors (KNN) graphs), we design a bipart graph learned from sparse coding techniques to reflect the global cluster information. This additional input together with KNN graphs will reflect both global and local structures with the learned representations. Further, we also design the loss functions to take into consideration of high-order structures from both KNN graphs and Bi-part graphs. Specifically, we introduce two loss functions as objectives describing the ideal manifold properties: the L local describes the similarity orders along the manifold structure; the L global defines the distant relations on the manifold. In this way we avoid the human assigned message step in traditional diffusion, and prove that a much more general objective description and following optimization is able to achieve competitive retrieval results. 3) Intrinsic Scalability and High Efficiency: Unlike traditional diffusion methods which suffer from at least quadratic computational complexity, our model is intrinsically scalable to large database because of near-optimal mini-batch mode training process. Sub-networks can be effectively sampled in the iterative optimization process. The bi-part graph can also reduce the complexity to approximately linear with respect to the number of images in the database. Therefore, our model can achieve fast convergence and high efficiency in both training and querying processes.
RELATED WORK

Diffusion for Unsupervised Image Retrieval
Affinity learning has been a central task for image retrieval.
There are a myriad of works focusing on learning a general metric (e.g., a Mahalanobis distance) to compute pairwise distances between images [20] , [21] . In contrast to conventional metric learning methods, diffusion-based methods have emerged as an alternative promising approach that learns pair-wise similarities on image manifolds. Introduced in [7] , diffusion has shown consistent improvements over raw distances/similarities by exploiting intrinsic manifold geometry [22] . Inspired by semi-supervised learning, Graph Transduction (GT) [23] takes the query point as the only labeled data, and propagates the labeled information to unlabeled database in a similar way of label propagation [24] . Motivated by the observation that a good ranking is usually asymmetrical, Contextual Dissimilarity Measure (CDM) [25] improves Bag-of-Words (BoW) [26] retrieval system by iteratively estimating the pairwise distance in the spirit of Sinkhorns scaling algorithm. Further, noticing that diffusion is susceptible to noise edges in the affinity graph, Locally Constrained Diffusion Process (LCDP) [27] stresses that it is crucial to constrain the diffusion process "locally". Along the same line, Tensor Product Graph diffusion (TPG) [28] manages to leverage the high-order information from the tensor product of the affinity graphs but constraining the pathways of message passing to local neighbors only so that the computational complexity does not increase much. A detailed comparison of various diffusion methods has been conducted in a survey [3] by enumerating 72 variants of diffusion process (4 different affinity initialization, 6 different transition matrices and 3 different update schemes). The empirical results suggest that affinity learning on the tensor product graphs with high-order information is more robust in the scope of retrieval. [29] also theoretically explains why this kind of diffusion process is superior by defining a new smoothness criterion among four vertices. And recently [6] enriches the tensor product to a regularization process on graphs and display its potential of retrieval among heterogeneous instances.
Graph Neural Networks
Recent years have witnessed an increasing interest in applying deep learning algorithms on irregular inputs like graphs. Early work includes recursive neural networks [30] to represent and processing data in graph. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) were introduced in [31] , [32] as a generalization of recursive neural networks that can directly deal with graphs. A typical GNN model consists of an iterative random-walk process in which node states are propagated based on certain probability distribution until equilibrium. This idea was adopted and improved by [33] , which propose to use gated recurrent units [34] in the propagation step. However, these recurrent models usually suffer from large computational burden and therefore hard to train and scale to large graphs. Inspired by the tremendous success of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in computer vision, [35] introduced the convolution operation in the Fourier domain by computing the eigendecomposition of the graph Laplacian. It was improved then by [36] with a parameterization of the spectral filters with smooth coefficients in order to make them spatially localized. Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) was formally proposed by a landmark work [13] which simplified the previous methods by restricting the filters to operate in a 1-step neighborhood around each node. Since then, various modifications have been proposed to improve upon GCNs. For example, attention mechanism was adopted in [37] to address the issue of high sensitivity to noise in graph edges and instead compute learnable attentions among nodes.
The applications of GNNs in computer vision are growing with notable examples including few-shot image classification [38] , [39] , semantic segmentation [40] , [41] , visual question answering [42] , [43] . However, most of these applications of GNNs require extensive amount of labeled data. A recent work [44] reported new GNN layer operations for feature diffusion in a semi-supervised setting. Few literature has focused on image retrieval due to lack of labeled data.
Our work, to our best knowledge, is one of the first attempts to adopt GCN-like algorithms in unsupervised image retrieval. The proposed network requires no labels from humans while extending traditional diffusion models to learn global and local consistent representations for images and enable effective training and query.
OUR APPROACH
In this section, we elaborate on the proposed Graph Diffusion Network (Grad-Net) based on the graph convolutional networks [13] and extend the idea of diffusion algorithms [7] . Although our proposed approach can be easily generalized to the retrieval of various types of data, in this paper, we use the diffusion process for image retrieval to illustrate the idea.
Problem Setup and Notations
For image retrieval tasks, we define a dataset as X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } ⊂ R d , where each x i is a feature vector of an image. In the setting of image retrieval, a set of queries is as well available and can be projected to the same feature space as the datasets' instances. Thus, we denote the queries as Q = {q 1 , q 2 , ..., q m } ⊂ R d , where q i represents the feature vector of the i-th query image and m is the number of query images. For simplicity, we consider the scenario that the instance (or query) is interpreted as a single vector. And the entire set can be denoted as
(1)
X i denotes the i-th instance inX .
Diffusion on Graphs
Two main approaches to conduct diffusion on graphs are (i) iterative updating the pair-wise similarities [3] , [7] and (ii) solving the closed form directly [5] . However, both approaches are essentially based on the same random walk mechanism proposed by [7] .
To perform a random walk on graph G, a transition matrix is defined to describe the probability of walking from one node to another, which is considered to be proportional to the affinity value. Here the degree matrix D is introduced to normalize the affinity matrix and form the transition matrix. The degree matrix D := n+m j=1 a ij is a diagonal matrix with each diagonal element corresponding to the row-wise sum of A. Then the transition matrix S is computed as:
According to the transition matrix S, random walk is then performed on the graph to update a state vector f t ∈ R n+m until it converges. For the t-th step of random walk, the process iterates the following step:
queries' state f t q ∈ R m and the datasets' state f t d ∈ R n . The initial state f 0 is set to a binary vector where f 0 q = 1 and f 0 d = 0. Eq.3 can be intuitively interpreted as given a state f t , it has a probability of α to transit according to S and a probability of (1−α) returning to the initial state. The above process is proved to converge to a closed-form solution [7] :
The final f , derived after given iterations or directly from the close-form solution, is regarded as the similarities between the datasets' instances and the query, which eventually determines the ranking order.
One issue to notice is that Eq.3 does not explicitly consider the high-order information on the manifold. Yang et al. [28] addressed this and introduced a modified diffusion on a tensor product graph, where nodes refer to the instance pairs and thus take into account higher order information naturally. The iteration step in tensor product diffusion is provided as:
The finalÂ ∈ R n×n after iteration stands for the updated affinity matrix. As reported in [3] , the tensor product diffusion achieved the most robust performance in comparison.
In this work, we extend the tensor product diffusion into graph convolution operations to exploit the high-order information. The detailed method is introduced in Section 3.4.
Graph Convolutional Networks
Our proposed Graph Difusion Network is an extention of the the Graph Convolutional Networks(GCN) [13] , which provides a one-hop convolution operation on graphs given affinity or adjacent matrices. GCNs contain several hidden layers that take a feature matrix H (l) ∈ R n×d l as the input of the l-th layer and output a feature matrix H (l+1) ∈ R n×d l+1 by using a graph convolution operator. Given an input feature matrix H (0) ∈ R n×d0 and the graph affinity or adjacent matrix A ∈ R n×n , GCN as in [13] conducts the following layer-wise propagation as,
where l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L} and S denotes the same definition as in Eq. 2. W l ∈ R d l ×d l+1 is the trainable weight matrix of the layer. σ() denotes an activation function. One of the reasons the layer convolution adopted S rather than A is that as layers accumulated, the absolute value of features can easily get larger (or smaller) if the row wise sum of A is above 1 (or below 1), which can cause numerical instabilities. To further alleviate this issue, it is suggested to use the renormalization of the (I + S) as following:
Graph Diffusion Networks (GRAD-Net)
We now present our Grad-Net model, which is illustrated in Fig.2 . The model is composed of multiple layers of Graph diffusion modules. These layers pass massages between nodes according to the manifold structure and output the updated node features. Finally, an affinity prediction module accesses the updated features and computes estimated affinities. Several unsupervised loss functions (to be introduced in Section 3.5), which describe the similarities among learned features both globally and locally, are used to regularize the affinity estimation and thus train the model in an end-to-end manner. Apart from the local manifold structure information, a sparse coding feature vector Z is also passed to the Graph Diffusion layer to provide global structure information. The details of the proposed model are as following:
Graph Constructions
In this section, we discuss how to construct graphs as inputs to the proposed networks. To encode both local and global structures from the image manifolds, we design two types of graphs: local sparsified graph and global bi-part graph. Local Sparsified Graph: To construct the graphs of locality, we follow the mutual K-NN method in [5] . The method computes the K nearest neighbors of every instances and constructs an edge if two nodes are the neighbors of each other. Thus the affinity matrix
where a ij is an element in A and i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n + m}. s : R d × R d → R is a predefined similarity metric, typically could be either cosine or euclidean similarity. The chosen s in Eq.8 allows A to be a sparse matrix when K is small, which makes large graph diffusion feasible. So far, the dataset is interpreted as a weighted graph G l = (V l , E l ), consisting of n + m nodes v i ∈ V l , and the edges e i j ∈ E l connect those node pairs which have a non zero value of affinity defined in A. The edge weight is initialised as a ij . Diffusion processes then propagate the affinity values through the entire graph, based on the defined edge weights.
Global Bi-Part Graph by Sparse Coding:
To encode the overall cluster information, we adopt a similar idea in [45] in which anchor points are sampled as an estimation of the overall data distribution. We first apply simple clustering algorithm (e.g., K-means) to select B anchor points. In the case of K-means, we can simply use the obtained B centers as the anchor points and denote the feature matrix of these anchor points as U ∈ R B×d . Then we construct a bi-part graph G g = {V g , E g } in which V g is the union of both original images and the selected anchor points (i.e., V g = N + B), and E g denotes all the edges between original images and anchor points (i.e., E g ∈ R N ×B ). We use Z ∈ R N ×B to represent all the weights on the edge set E g . Here, we adopt the sparse coding techniques to construct Z. For each image feature {x i , i = 1, · · · , N }, we aim to fully reconstruct it with only s neighboring anchor points. Formally, we learn the weights over edges that connect from x i to the top c anchor points z i ∈ R B as follows: The optimization problem above is a typical sparse coding problem. We directly use the same technique to solve this optimization as [46] . In this way, we can obtain a global bi-part graph with edge weights Z ∈ R N ×B .
Graph Diffusion Layers.
The constructed graphs G = {G l , G g } described above serve as the inputs to the Graph diffusion layers. For the purpose of illustration, we consider a general notation for inputs to the graph diffusion layers as follows: the input graph G consists of an affinity matrix A ∈ R N ×N and instance featuresX as in Eq. 1. Here we denote the first layer's input feature matrix H (0) ∈ R N ×d as:
The Graph Diffusion layer is a variant of graph neural network following the form f d :
where W (l) is the trainable parameters of the layer. To process the graph data and diffuse information among features, we first inherit the idea of the random walk process from conventional diffusion and introduce two operations: first-order operator f 1 and second-order operator f 2 . The total layer function f d is the combination of both operators.
The first-order operator is a function which generates an updating message for a node u based on its first-order neighbor node i, and thus is defined in its general form as (as a vector operation):
where h i denotes the layer's feature vector for node i, and relation p u←i controls the scale of this message. It can be noticed that, in the conventional diffusion as in Section 3.2, the transition operation Sf t in Eq.3 serves as the first-order operator. Naturally, we employ this operator in the proposed Graph Diffusion layer and add trainable parameters W . For the l-th layer, the first order function f 1 in the matrix form is
Clearly, this function is consistent to the inner part of the original Graph Convolutional Network in Eq.6.
The second-order operator is defined as a function when updating the feature of a node u which takes in the information of its neighbor's neighbor j . Its general form (as a vector operation) is:
where h j denotes the layer's feature vector for node j, and relation p u←←j controls the scale of this message. The double arrow ←← here denotes the fact that j is indirectly connected to u. The difficulty here lies on the design of p u←←j , since node j and i is not directly connected, there is no simple affinity value (as in the case of the first order operation) describing the relation between the two nodes. Nevertheless, in the conventional diffusion, Eq.5 from the work of tensor product [28] provides a solution. As mentioned previously, the partial operation SÂ t S T collects the second order information. This can be interpreted as a twostep propagation, where each step transits on the manifold by applying S T or S and thus pass message to the second order neighbor eventually. Additionally, this operation in Eq.5 displayed superiority regarding both performance and robustness as reported in [3] , [28] . To adopt a similar operation but compatible and feasible with end-to-end training, we introduce an approximate function in matrix form as:
where denotes the element-wise product, and W 2 is the trainable parameters. The function can also be interpreted as two-step hops, from a group of nodes j to bridging nodes i and then from i to the destination nodes u. To be specific, notice the inner SH (l) resembles the Eq.13 and thus can be viewed as a hop (one step of message passing) on the manifold, namely an m i←j . Then m i←j H (l) serves like an affinity weighting on bridging nodes i's features, the H (l) here. And finally the whole S(m i←←j H (l) )W (l) 2 , as another m u←i , achieves the second hop. This improves the representation ability of Graph Diffusion layer, and achieves performance and robustness gain as well as the tensor product diffusion operation (Eq.5) [28] .
Overall, the Graph Diffusion layer performs the propagation as
where σ represents an activation function and is set to LeakyRelu [47] ∈ R d l ×d l+1 are the trainable parameters, where d l denotes the dimensions of the features in l-th layer. Note that we also add the I matrix to the first order operation as in Eq.6 in order to introduce the self loop propagation. A group of Graph Diffusion layers are piled sequentially and eventually the network outputs H (L) as the features of nodes. To represent the updated features H after diffusion, one can either use the H (L) , or concatenate multiple layers' outputs as
where is the concatenation along the feature dimension. Relation to Conventional Diffusion. Comparing Eq.3 to Eq.6, GCN [13] can be regarded as a generalized form of first order diffusion. Additionally, comparing Eq.3 and Eq.5 to Eq.16, our GRAD-Net can be regarded as a generalized form of combined first and second order diffusion (we address Eq.5 as second-order diffusion). Here generalization means that it not only limited to perform propagation on affinity values as conventionally, but also on feature vectors; Also, it supports parameter learning via gradient back propagation. These analogy provides an intuitive explanation on how GRAD-Net diffuses dependency among features as in the random walk process for conventional diffusion.
Affinity Prediction. Pairwise affinity or similarity values can be driven from the updated features H ∈ R N ×D (Eq.17). Here, we use cosine similarity in all the experiments. Thus, given the node i feature, the i-th row in H, h i ∈ R D and node j feature h j ∈ R D , the similarity s ij is
Loss Functions for Global and Local Consistence
Loss functions are crucial for training the Grad-Net model. With effective objectives, the features learned can resemble an ideal manifold for image retrieval. Therefore, given the criteria of ideal manifolds, a proper loss function shall regularize the parameters to gradually satisfy the manifold criteria. In this work, we found two effective criteria to describe the feature manifold: global order and local smoothness, which are capable of training the Grad-Net model to achieve competitive retrieval results. The rest of this section illustrates the details of the two criteria and respectively loss implementations.
Local smoothness refers to the fact that on the given graph G = (V, E) described by affinity matrix A, the similarities of the learned instance features should roughly resemble the low-dimension manifold structure of G in a way that if two nodes are topologically closer in G, the similarity of their features should be higher. To implement this regularization in the objective function, we introduce a pairwise BPR loss following the fashion in [48] :
where O l = {(i, j, u)|j ∈ N i , u / ∈ N i } denotes the double pair training sample. s ij is the similarity between the features of instances i, j. N i refers to the close neighbors of i in the Graph G. The local smoothness loss in Eq.19 can be interpreted that the margin of similarities between a closer node pair and a far-away pair should be large. It is worth noting that the loss is encouraging larger similarities for the nodes in an local neighborhood N i . This property is consistent with the empirical finding of [3] , [27] that the diffusion process should perform locally on the manifold.
Note that the N i can be defined in various forms. Here we define N i as the ones sharing direct edge connections with i in Graph G, which yields the best empirical results in Section 4.
Global Order is inspired from the idea in [6] , [28] that a cluster of nodes on the manifold should have similar pairwise affinity values across the different pairs within the cluster. [28] introduced tensor product diffusion to inspect a cluster of four nodes simultaneously and thus leverage the higher-order information. Afterwards, [29] provided a regularization form to describe this smoothness. To incorporate this regularization into a loss function suitable for neural networks training, we introduce the following local smoothness loss: (20) where g = {(i, j, k, l)|j ∈ N i , j ∈ N k }, a ij denotes the original affinity value in the manifold affinity matrix A. The Loss ls can be interpreted as when two pairs of nodes (i, j) and (k, l) close, the similarity across pairs either s ki or s lj should be around the same value.
The final loss is the combination of the two partial loss functions:
where Θ denotes the model parameters and the θ 2 2 is the l2 regularizer on all trainable parameters. α ∈ R + and λ ∈ R + control the proportions of different parts in the final loss.
Inductive Learning on Unseen Instances
In the existing literature, a query q is by default considered to be contained in the dataset, while this setting is not met in a lot of real-life scenarios where query is only accessible in production stage after deployment. Conventional Diffusion often hurts from its computation burden and thus lacks the feasibility of processing queries in real time. One representative approach to overcome this difficulty is Query Expansion [49] , where given a new query q, its top nearest neighbors x in the database help to estimate similarities to q based on the weighted average of the similarities to x. We follow this idea and derive a fast query expansion approach compatible with our feature learning fashion, the query feature expansion (QFE): After learning a GRAD-Net and recording the output features on a given dataset X , given a new query q, QFE first find its K nearest neighbors x in the datasets, and then update the feature of q based on its neighbors' features:
where h i denotes the GRAD-Net output feature of node i. So far, h q is a reasonable approximation feature for q and can be used to retrieval instances via similarity search and rank with all the GRAD-Net output features of X . Results of the approach is described in 5.3.
Implementation Details
Here we address several considerations during the implementation and introduce the default configurations for the GRAD-Net model. For all the model variants later in Section 4 and 5, we only clarify the specific changes from this default settings. Firstly, both the previously mentioned global and local loss functions are descriptors on pair-wise similarities. The global order loss Eq.19 works on triplet features (u, i, j), while the local smoothness loss Eq.20 works on quadruplet features (i, j, k, l). Considering this, we provide a compact solution to implement the training process: for each time the model computes forward, a combination of 6 instances is selected to compute the total loss Eq.21 as shown in Fig.3 , where the global loss part Loss go are calculated twice from the two triplets (i, j, u) and (k, l, v), and the local loss part Loss ls are calculated once from the quadruplet (i, j, k, l). In total, the actual loss function in training is
where N batch stands for the number of sextets in a mini batch. Moreover, the training examples in all our experiments are sampled as following: i, k are generated independently from uniform distribution, then j, l are selected randomly from i's and k's first-order neighbors respectively, and finally u, v from non-neighbor nodes.
Since the training stage samples sextet instances in the above manner, it is worth noting that there is no concept of the conventional epoch here in our implementation, because the whole possible sextet combinations can reach the degree of 1000 6 = 10 18 even for a dataset of 1k instances. So, to avoid ambiguity, the epoch term we use in this work refers to the period of training N sextets, where N is the number of instances in a dataset. It is also noticed in our experiments that for datasets with considerable numbers of instances (for example, 5k or 6k), decent performances are obtained within only several epochs, which proves the efficiency of both the model and the training strategy.
The second consideration is to leverage the sparsity of mutual KNN connections and alleviate the computation burden on large datasets. Notice that during the gradient backprop stage for a sextet loss (Eq.23), only the computation paths of nodes which contribute to computing at least one of the sextet (i, j, k, l, u, v) during the forward process will have valid gradients. Therefore, we implement a similar BFS search, as in [50] , starting from a batch of sextets (N batch × 6 nodes) to find N batch relevant nodes. Then the model only processes N batch of nodes. This acceleration approach has remarkable effect when training large datasets, over 20 times speed up during the training of Oxford105k dataset.
The default configurations for the GRAD-Net are as follows: we set the number of neighbors K in mutual KNN search to 15, and construct the initial affinity matrix with cosines similarity value. We use Adam [51] to optimize the parameters, and set α = 1e5 and λ = 1e − 5 in the loss function Eq.21. A model of three Graph Diffusion layers is constructed with the layers' feature dimensions set to 1024, 256, and 128 respectively. A L2 normalization followed by dropout [52] with a probability of 0.3 is applied to every layer's feature vector output. Mini batch training is performed with the number of sextets in a batch set to 64. All experiments are running on one Nvidia Quadro RTX 5000 GPU. For most variants, it takes from 1-10 seconds to complete one epoch of training.
EXPERIMENT
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we conduct experiments on a toy task and four popular benchmark datasets, including various data formats -face in Section 4.2, and natural images in Sections 4.3, 4.4. Table  1 shows the type and statistics of these datasets. All the implementation settings follow the descriptions in Section 3.7. 
Toy example
We first generate a set of points which construct the word PAMI to demonstrate that GRAD-Net can well capture the geometric manifold. As shown in Fig. 4a , each letter contains one query point (marked as a star), and their k-nearest neighbors are shown in green, yellow, blue and purple respectively. Take the query point in letter M for example. Since some points in letter I are closer to the points at the corner of M in the Euclidean Space, some points are wrongly colored. We take the point coordinates as features and input them to our GRAD-Net . When the diffusion process finishes, all the points are colored correctly (Fig. 4b ).
The intermediate results at different iterations are shown in Fig. 4e . We also use a popular visualizaiton method called t-SNE [53] to compare the difference between the original features and the updated features by our model. Fig. 4c and 4d demonstrate that GRAD-Net can make the features more separable after the diffusion process.
ORL
ORL dataset [54] is a face image dataset that contains 400 images of size 112×92. There are 10 different images of each of 40 distinct subjects, varying from illuminations, facial expressions and facial details.
We first vectorize the raw image pixels and then normalize them to 0-mean and 1-variance to reperesent the image. Retrieval accuracy is measured by the the average recall rate at a window size K for each query, also known as the bullseye score. For this dataset, we set K = 15 and the baseline bullseye score is 62.35%. Table 2 reports the performance of various approachs on this dataset. And our GRAD-Net outperforms the state-ofthe-art approach by a large margin.
Oxford5k and Paris6k Dataset
Besides the toy example and comparisons on face dataset presented above, we also examine the proposed GRAD-Net on retrieval tasks with real natural images in this section. Firstly, we adopt the widely-used Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets [56] and use the preprocessing in [5] .
Experiments on Oxford5k. The dataset consists of 5062 pictures of 11 different Oxford buildings collected from Flickr and uses 55 query images as ground truth for evaluation. For fair comparison, we employed the features provided in [5] to perform the experiments. In particular, the image features are provided in two streams: one stream (512 dimension) derived from a VGG net which is finetuned for image retrieval [10] , while the other stream (2048 dimension) derived from a fine-tuned ResNet101 [57] . Given one instance, [5] extracts one global feature vector and multiple regional feature vectors. In this work, we only consider the scenario where an instance is represented by one feature vector. Therefore, the results in later sections are only compared to models using a single input feature for each instance.
To implement the GRAD-Net for this dataset, we first set the similarity metric to 1/(1 + Euclidean Distance), compute an initial dense affinity matrix, and then compare the number of nearest neighbor k as in Eq.8 (details in 5.1) by setting k = 15. After searching, we keep all the edges in the mutual KNN graph and set the rest edge weights to zero. So far the input sparse affinity matrix is obtained, where non-zero values represent affinity strength of edges. Another binarised affinity matrix is also tested and demonstrates competitive performance. To compute the sparse features Z, we set the dimension limit to 100 and apply two rounds of online F SM . The concatenation of original feature and Z is input to the GRAD-Net model. The model implementation is as Section 3.7 described, with only some specific configurations, including an initial learning rate set to 3e − 4 and is reduced to 55% respectively after 24 and 100 epochs. The model is trained for 300 epochs, and the training loss, noticed empirically, reaches a stable nearconvergence stage after 200 epochs. Thus we simply keep the final model after the last epoch for evaluation.
We compare GRAD-Net with other approaches in Table  3 to evaluate the results. We use the standard evaluation protocol of mean Average Precision (mAP), which has a maximum value of 100%. For both feature choices, the proposed model can significantly improve the baseline performances and achieve the best mAP on both VGG and ResNet features, 90.1 for VGG features and 95.9 for ResNet features. Both results exceed the former state-of-the-art by large margins. It is also noticeable that only a simple nearest neighbor search based on similarities between sparse vectors Z can 
Methods
Baseline SD [27] LCDP [55] TPG [28] MR [7] GDP [3] RDP [ Experiments on Paris6k. The Paris6k dataset is collected in a way very similar to the Oxford5k dataset. It includes 6392 images of 11 Paris buildings from Flickr and uses 55 queries in the ground truth evaluation. We employed the VGG and ResNet features again from [58] and kept the same model configuration as in the previous Oxford5k experiment. Only the K is changed to 60. Results in Table 3 show that the proposed model outperforms the former state of the arts again on both choices of features. Paris
Oxford105k Dataset
We also validate our GRAD-Net on larger dataset, the Ox-ford105k dataset, to examine the scalability of our method. The dataset is an extension of the 5k dataset proposed by [5] , where another set of 100k random images from Flickr is added as distractor. Due to its size, conventional diffusion methods are topically not capable to run on the whole dataset with in acceptable time. For example, it is reported in [5] that a full diffusion for one query takes 13.9s on with a 12-core CPU. Therefore, former works like [5] , [6] have to perform truncation on the 105k instances based on the initial similarity values. For a given query, a truncated graph in [6] is clipped with top 500 nearest nodes and all the diffusion process is running later on the graph.
In this work, the proposed GRAD-Net is capable to train and predict on the whole 105k dataset within feasible time consumption. Due to the relevant node search proposed in Section 3.7, the computation is largely reduced. To accelerate the training, we adopt the aforementioned truncation approach and modify it as following: 1. we select the top-500 nearest instances for each query and union them together to form a union graph. The graph contains around 8k nodes using the ResNet features and 10k nodes using the VGG features. 2. The GRAD-Net model is trained on the union graph and the learned feature is then used to retrieval.
As shown in3, the proposed approach achieves outstanding performance (mAP 94.5) on the ResNet version and outperform the former best result on single global feature[59] by 2.7. Using the VGG version, the model also achieves a competitive result. We examine that the union graph generated from VGG features typically throw away more correct instances, this give an intuitive explanation on why the training becomes difficulty.
DISCUSSION
Ablation Study
In this section, we vary the configurations of several important modules or settings in the proposed GRAD-Net . The results verify the effectiveness of corresponding parts and provide intuition for optimal hyper-parameters. For the purpose of illustrating the concepts, we only focus on the Oxford5k datasetand set the "default" model as in Section 4.3, which achieves a mAP score of 95.95.
To take fair comparison among different model variants, we run 6 trails for each variant and examine the records on three evaluation metrics: 1) Epochs mAP92+ refers to the number of epochs that the model takes during training to first reach a mAP of 92. Since 92 is a considerable decent accuracy, we use this number to examine learning efficiency. 2) mAP is the previously mentioned mean Average Precision score. After recording the 6 mAP scores for 6 trials, the average over trial and the standard deviation are reported here. 3) Diff refers to the mAP drop compared to the default model (the first row in Table 4 ).
Loss functions. Two different losses have been proposed previously, including the order-preserving loss and the local smoothness loss. Different variants of models here test the validity of each one working alone and the combination. Ablation of any loss stated before shows noticeable performance drop and the most considerable influence is the one of L local loss. Without the local loss, the model only can reach 90.16 average precision and also shows a slight increase of instability in training. The global loss L global Tests on manifold structures clearly display that the manifold determined by the K number in mutual NN search is crucial for the learning result. K is most prefered around. The following similarity metric variants also may vary the manifold structure. However, the model shows relatively robustness to this hyper-parameter.
Feature Learning
The most noticeable difference between our method and the conventional diffusion is that here GRAD-Net performs feature learning and outputs updated features rather than merely similarity values. The training process can be summarized and interpreted as learning to share information among instances to a degree that the updated features can explicitly become similar to those that locate very close with them on the low-dimensional manifold. Therefore, We intuitively hope the features learned can display high level characteristics that learned from the training process, including better representation of the semantic information and closer clustering for instances with similar semantic information. Thus, we test these characteristics by comparing the original features and learned features with clustering methods and visualizing on lower dimensions. Fig. 6 is acquired by using tsne on Oxford5k features before and after the model processing. We use the ground truth label to select and visualize the nodes of classes in different colors. It clearly displays that the features provided by the proposed model can form clusters within images of the same category.
Inductive Leaning
To test the model's generalization ability for new queries, we manually separate 11 queries from the 55 queries of the Oxford5k dataset and leave them out in training. We then retrieve from all the visible part of dataset given this 11 queries using the QFE method described in Section 3.6. The result mAP in the Table. 5 shows the effectiveness of the QFE method. And by applying QFE for the second time, a slightly improvement id gained since the feature can be updated again from the search. Fig. 7 . Query Induction Example. A two stage query induction expansion: the first row represents the initial search in the raw feature space. The second row represents the first QFE search result, and the third row is the second time QFE. It is clear that QFE can improve the retrieval results. As shown in Fig. 7 , the QFE can project the query's feature approximately to the learned feature space and result in a much accurate rank order. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the problem of unsupervised image retrieval via a novel deep learning based method, GRAD-Net, which adopts graph neural networks on image similarity graphs. In contrast to existing diffusion methods, GRAD-Net enables effective representation learning for images while preserving both local and global geometric properties of image manifolds. Further, it can be trained in an unsupervised end-to-end fashion and easily scalable to large datasets. Extensive empirical results on multiple benchmarks for image retrieval demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
